What’s my size?

Accurate measuring is vitally important to choose the right size. To choose your size we recommend you to follow the instructions below. It is suitable to make with the help of another person. Before you start, please take a minute to read through all the instructions, so you can proceed to a correct measuring and to achieve the best fit.

The measurement should be made at the end of the day when your feet are dilated and with socks on. Be seated while making the measurement.

A. FOOT LENGTH:

1. Put on your socks and pull them snug.
2. Put the paper sheet on the floor and put one foot on the paper.
3. With a pencil, trace carefully around your foot, creating an outline. Make sure that the pencil is always perpendicular to the sheet. Repeat the procedure for the other foot.
4. With a ruler, measure the length of each foot. Take 5 mm out (which is the size of the pencil) and record the length of the longest foot.

B. INSTEP:

1. Place the measuring tape around the instep. Pull it snug, not tight. In case you don’t have a measuring tape, place a thread around your instep and measure the result with the ruler.
2. Measure around the instep of each foot and record the larger one.

We strongly recommend measuring your foot length and instep to find the right size as this is a European brand and there are significant differences in fit. Make sure to round up to the next size in between measurements. Because of the differences in European fit, it is normal to have a different US size in this chart than normal.